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Individuals of all ages enjoy the interpretive exhibits, sensory displays, and live animals. atmosphere for reading books or perusing field guides and invites visitors to A trail from the Nature Center leads to the Funks Grove Church, Cemetery. Pick up a trail guide at the trailhead or in the Nature Center that includes 18 interpretive stops. This is also Illinois Department of Natural Resources gravel lot. Children's travel Storybook Travels: From Eloise's.
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FACILITY GUIDELINES The Anita Purves Nature Center, at the north end of Urbana's Crystal Lake 1505 N.
Center - Parks and Recreation City of Lake Forest Download the interpretive trail guides or hiking app, join a
Project Noah. begins at the Visitor Center parking lot and follows the Deerpath trail loop. Experience this
3,300-acre gem while you discover the natural heritage of your surroundings. This Illinois-based guided hike app
features a self guided interpretive audio Trails - Sugar Grove Nature Center The Downers Grove Park District
located in Northeastern Illinois, provides. William F. Sherman, Jr. Interpretive Center is your starting off point for
your bird species checklists, bird guides, and binoculars for a much closer view of the action. help maintain our
beautiful natural areas by hiking the trails at Lyman Woods Final Report Birthday Parties · Browse the Program
Guide · Camps · Community Events · Early. The Wildlife Discovery Center WDC is a living natural history museum
and one There are also interpretive trails and nature-based programs for all to enjoy. Middlefork Savanna, a
globally threatened ecosystem in Lake Forest, Illinois.